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Recap & Macro Outlook: Multiple Trade Wars? 
In the last few Outlooks, we have focused on employment as a 

harbinger of the global economy. All things being equal, we 

believe that strong employment will continue to push the 

economy forward, increasing consumption and trade. We also 

believe that an increase in employment pushes inflation higher – 

i.e. increases in wages and other production costs. As inflation 

increases, both short-term interest rates and long-term interest 

rates increase. This slows the economy and forces changes in 

financial markets. Over the past number of weeks, we have 

written about participation rates, employment rates and wage 

growth data, always watching for a potential increase in inflation 

as an overriding thought. We regularly review economic data and speak with companies for a potential indication of that 

coming change. Over the past couple of days, there has also been a lot of discussion about “trade wars” in the media. We 

are of two minds on this topic:  

1. Let’s assume there is a true trade war. We read an interesting statistic about a 10% tariff on washing machines 

applied in April 2018.  This tariff did have an extremely small impact on overall inflation for that month, but did 

not follow through afterwards. If there were more tariffs applied as part of a trade war, we would expect a similar 

result magnified. As a result, we would expect consumption to slow. Just think, if you went shopping for a washing 

machine and saw the higher price, you may delay that purchase. That is the natural impact of inflation. When 

prices are high, people delay purchasing a discretionary item. This causes the economy to slow or even potentially 

fall into a recession if the change is dramatic enough. Trade wars are bad not because of inflation but because of 

the impairment to growth.  

 

2. Let’s assume that the US administration is just posturing with rhetoric for bargaining purposes (domestic or 

international) and that there is in fact no “trade war”. In that case our original thesis holds. Strong employment 

and low inflation results in an expanding global economy. No problems at all.   

“This means that” we will continue to focus on investing in real businesses. We have no edge (no one does!) in figuring 

out what the US, Chinese, Canadian and European administrations will do with respect to bilateral trade relationships. We 

will be ever vigilant and buy companies with good businesses, with good management, at good prices. 
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